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History

PIERLUIGI ALLOTTI
Freedom of the Press: From the 16th Century to Today p. 7

GIUSEPPE ALBERTONI
Charlemagne’s Elephant. The Desire of an Emperor p. 8

MARZIO BARBAGLI
Buying Pleasure: Sexuality and Mercenary Love  
from the Middle Ages to the Present Day p. 9

MAURIZIO BETTINI
You’re in the Wrong Forest: The Identity Frenzy p. 10

GASTONE BRECCIA
Mission Botched: The West’s Defeat in Afghanistan p. 11

FRANCO CARDINI
Golden Prague: Europe’s Mysterious Capital p. 12

CARLO M. CIPOLLA
Money, Prices, and Civilisation in the Mediterranean World p. 13

EMANUELE FELICE
Dubai: The Last Utopia p. 14

ALDO FERRARI, GIUSTO TRAINA
A History of the Armenians p. 15

MARCELLO FLORES
Poor Memory: Facing Up to History p. 16

EGIDIO IVETIC
The Balkans p. 17

GIUSEPPE MAMMARELLA
Where America Is Going p. 18

MARIA GIUSEPPINA MUZZARELLI
Rules of Luxury: Appearance and Daily Life  
from the Middle Ages to the Modern Era p. 19

GIAN ENRICO RUSCONI
Living with Insecurity p. 20

ANDREA SANTANGELO
The Battle of El Alamein p. 21

ALDO A. SETTIA
Medieval Warfare p. 22
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ALESSANDRO VANOLI
Autumn: The Time of Return p. 23

GIOVANNI MARIA VIAN
Discover Papal Rome p. 24

Philosophy

ROSALIA CAVALIERI
An Invitation to Mindful Gastronomy. Instructions for Use p. 25

RAFFAELE MILANI
Dawn of a New Feeling: The Neo-Contemplative Condition p. 26

FELICE CIMATTI
The Memory Factory p. 27

ALESSANDRA ALOISI
The Power of Distraction p. 28

FRANCESCA RIGOTTI
Darkness p. 29

VERA ZAMAGNI
West p. 30

RICCARDO MUTI
The Seven Words of Christ. A Dialogue with Massimo Cacciari p. 31

Literary Criticism

PIERO BOITANI
Ovid: Tales of Metamorphoses p. 32

ATTILIO BRILLI
Lady Travellers and the Grand Tour: Tales, Passions, Adventures p. 33

ROBERTO ESCOBAR
Woody’s World p. 34

OSCAR IARUSSI
Amarcord Fellini: The ABC’s of Federico p. 35

Psychology

PAOLO LEGRENZI, ALESSANDRA JACOMUZZI
Psychology – Not as Simple As It Seems:  
What We Are Like and How We Think We Are p. 36
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PAOLO NICHELLI
Brain and Mind p. 37

FABIO PAGLIERI
Merry Disinformation: What Hoaxes Can Teach Us p. 38

MARIA GIUSEPPINA PACILLI
Tough Guys: The Dark Side of Masculinity p. 39

Sociology

CHIARA GIACCARDI, MAURO MAGATTI
The Beginning Lies in the End: The World in Which We Shall Live p. 40

MASSIMO LIVI BACCI
Europe’s Ordeals: Nature and History during the World Wars p. 41

FEDERICO NERESINI
My DNA and I: Genes and Fate p. 42

Politics/Political Science

MARA MORINI
Putin’s Russia p. 43

Science

JOHN D. BARROW
1 + 1 = 2… Usually: A Mathematics Lesson p. 44

EDOARDO BONCINELLI
The Uncertainty Principle p. 45

UMBERTO BOTTAZZINI
Pythagoras: Father of All Theorems p. 46

ELENA CATTANEO, MASSIMO DELLEDONNE
The Formula of Life p. 47

MICHELE MORGANTE
The Seeds of the Future: 10 Lessons of Plant Genetics p. 48

Series “Farsi un’idea” (Short Introductions)

MARIA PONTILLO, STEFANO VICARI
Anxiety among Children and Adolescents: Recognising and Fighting It p. 49

NICOLETTA CAVAZZA, MARGHERITA GUIDETTI
Eating Choices: Foodies, Vegans, Neophobics and Other Tales p. 50



RODOLFO COSTA, SARA MONTAGNESE
Owls or Larks? Circadian Clocks and How They Work p. 51

ADRIANA VALERIO
Mary Magdalene: Misunderstandings, Narratives, Representations p. 52

FRANCESCO SCAGLIONE
Resistance to Antibiotics: The Ongoing Battle p. 53

LUCA BEVERINA
The Material Future: Edible Electronics, Biodegradable Plastic,  
Unexpected Energy Sources p. 54

SIMONE TAGLIAPIETRA
The Energy of the World: Geopolitics, Sustainability and the Green New Deal p. 55

PAOLA VALSECCHI
Beware of Dogs. A 40,000 Year History p. 56
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New and forthcoming

Pierluigi Allotti

Freedom of the Press
From the 16th Century to Today

Series «Universale Paperbacks il Mulino» 

pp. 240

ISBN: 978-88-15-28657-4

publication year 2020

Pierluigi Allotti, a professional journalist and a scholar of contemporary history, teaches 
History of Journalism at the Sapienza University in Rome.

This book tells the long history of freedom of the press, from the initial struggles against censor-
ship in the early modern age to the present day. Freedom of the press is a right originally estab-
lished in 17th-century England as a corollary to freedom of conscience, then sanctioned at the 
end of the 18th century by France’s Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen and the 
First Amendment to the United States Constitution. The outbreak of the Great War and the advent 
of totalitarianism put a temporary stop to the progress of press freedom, which was officially en-
dorsed at the international level in the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Yet even now 
many countries continue to deny these fundamental rights and persecute journalists.
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New and forthcoming

Giuseppe Albertoni teaches Medieval History at the University of Trento.

In the year 802 a most remarkable gift for Emperor Charlemagne was delivered to Aachen: an ele-
phant! Named Abul-Abbas, it had been sent by the Caliph of Baghdad, Harun al-Rashid, in order to 
fulfil a request that Charlemagne himself had made a few years earlier. But why did Charlemagne 
express this unusual desire? And what meaning should be given to the exchange of gifts between 
the emperor and the caliph? The story of Charlemagne’s elephant may appear to be an oddity, a 
somewhat sad tale of a poor animal that died after a few years spent in the cold Germanic climate. 
Actually, a careful investigation of the whole affair reveals much about the diplomatic relations of 
that era, the politics of gifts, the political meaning of owning an elephant as an attribute of royalty, 
and Christian Europe’s perception of the world.

Giuseppe Albertoni

Charlemagne’s Elephant
The Desire of an Emperor

Series «Saggi»

pp. 184

ISBN: 978-88-15-28744-1

publication year 2020

HISTORY
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New and forthcoming

Marzio Barbagli

Buying Pleasure
Sexuality and Mercenary Love from the Middle 
Ages to the Present Day

Series «Biblioteca storica» 

pp. 672

ISBN: 978-88-15-29052-6

publication year 2020

Marzio Barbagli is professor emeritus of Sociology at the University of Bologna.

When we define selling one’s body as the world’s oldest profession, we mean that it is an enduring 
practice, stemming from males’ primary physiological appetites. Despite this conventional belief, 
the sex trade actually features an ever- changing history, for it expands and shrinks over time 
under the influence of multiple factors. It grew in the Middle Ages with the development of cities 
and the economy and the institutionalization of brothels. It was less widespread in Protestant 
countries and whenever syphilis struck. It flourished along with the expansion of armies and the 
great urbanization of the industrial age, reaching its peak at the end of the 19th century. It then 
declined dramatically over the last century. In an extraordinary and vivid depiction spanning eight 
centuries of history, the author effectively uses the sex market to illustrate the evolution of sexual 
mores reflected in behaviour, laws, moral and religious debates, and society as a whole.
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New and forthcoming

Maurizio Bettini teaches Ancient Greek and Roman Philology at the University of Siena.

“You are not of the tribe. You are in the wrong forest.” These two verses from a sharp quatrain by 
the poet Giorgio Caproni could be the epigraph for our long-standing obsession with identity 
in its many forms: cultural, national, regional, culinary, Lombard, Catalan, Serbian… We are con-
sumed by the need to establish who belongs to the tribe and who does not, who must stay in our 
forest and who ought to leave, who is “us” is who is “them”. The author – who in previous works has 
brought his critical skills to bear on the myth of roots and highlighted the positive influence of an 
open and inclusive culture – here reviews the misdeeds stemming from identity-centred zeal in 
our everyday lives: attitudes towards migrants and Roma, fixation with purity, even the tattoo fad. 
This book provides both a concerned guide to our forest and a pathway to leaving it.

Maurizio Bettini

You’re in the Wrong 
Forest
The Identity Frenzy
Series «Intersezioni»

pp. 150

ISBN: 978-88-15-28635-2

publication year 2020

HISTORY
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New and forthcoming

Gastone Breccia

Mission Botched
The West’s Defeat in Afghanistan
Series «Contemporanea»

pp. 176

ISBN: 978-88-15-28585-0

publication year 2020

Gastone Breccia teaches Byzantine History and Ancient Military History at the University 
of Pavia.

On October 7, 2001 the United States attacked the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan, at the time a 
recent creation of the Taliban movement that had hosted and protected the extremist al-Qaeda 
group and its leader Osama bin Laden, responsible for the attack on New York’s Twin Towers. To-
day, that war is coming to a close. The prospect of building a stable, democratic country, capable 
of integrating into the global economy, has long since vanished. The United States and its NATO 
allies have failed to beat back the resistance of the Taliban and produce order and security in Af-
ghanistan; indeed, they have lost much of their military and political credibility.
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New and forthcoming

Franco Cardini is professor emeritus of Medieval History at the Scuola Normale Superiore 
in Pisa, Directeur de Recherches at the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales in 
Paris, and a Harvard University fellow.

The word “Prague” calls to mind a rich array of intriguing features: gold and black, light and dark, 
wine, music (Mozart, Dvořak, Smetana), twinkling crystal, Arcimboldo’s dreamlike paintings, the 
view from Vyšehrad Castle, stylish cafés, noisily joyous beer halls, Kundera’s “Unbearable Light-
ness of Being”, and the miraculous Infant Jesus. The city exerts a mysterious allure, as did Emperor 
Rudolf II’s court of wonders, where magicians, astronomers, and alchemists from all over Europe 
engaged in surreptitious plots. Cardini takes his readers on an extraordinary journey through the 
medieval synagogue’s Gothic vaults, the Jewish cemetery, Kafka’s ghosts, crowd-pleasing defen-
estration, the blazing darkness of the Nazi occupation, and the dreary gloom of the Communist 
era. Prague offers its visitors immersion in art, a convergence of places and people, in which the 
final destination is the Charles Bridge, where one can gaze at the Vltava River and suddenly under-
stand Europe.

Franco Cardini

Golden Prague
Europe’s Mysterious Capital
Series «Intersezioni»

pp. 320

ISBN: 978-88-15-29060-1

publication year 2020

HISTORY

PRAGA D’ORO
FRANCO CARDINI

La capitale segreta d’Europa
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New and forthcoming

Carlo M. Cipolla

Money, Prices, 
and Civilization in the
Mediterranean World
Series «Intersezioni»

pp. 136

ISBN: 978-88-15-29039-7

publication year 2020

Carlo M. Cipolla (1922-2000), a world-renowned historian, is the author of many Mulino 
books on a variety of topics, including money, economics, education, epidemics, sailing 
ships, watches, and stupidity.

Turkish rights sold.

The catalogue of Carlo Cipolla’s works never ceases to reserve surprises. On the 20th anniversary 
of his death (September 5, 2000), a commendable booklet – originally published in 1957 and nev-
er again printed until now – again sees the light. The text comprises a cycle of lectures, delivered 
in the United States, devoted to the evolution of money in the Middle Ages. Using a style that, as 
usual, blends erudition with a pleasant and clever narrative, Cipolla first outlines the history of 
money in the early Middle Ages, when payment in kind was prevalent and coins were a medium of 
exchange much like any other good. Then, economic and trade growth ushered in internationally 
circulating currency (the Byzantine nomisma, the Arab dinar, the florin, the Venetian ducat), along 
with “small money” for everyday transactions. He also addresses the curious case of “ghost mon-
ey”, such as the lira, which was used in bookkeeping operations but had no material equivalent. 
Finally, using an example involving the costs of transporting merchandise, of books and of money, 
Cipolla explains how to evaluate the relative value of prices and what they tell us about a society’s 
state of affairs.
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New and forthcoming

Emanuele Felice teaches Economic Policy at the Gabriele d’Annunzio University in Pesca-
ra and writes for the Italian daily newspaper “la Repubblica”. In 2020 he has become Mem-
ber of the national secretariat of Italy’s Democratic Party (PD), as Head of the Economic 
Department.

The city of Dubai is an enchanted garden in the desert, a beacon of pulsating modernity where 
once only rocks and sand abounded. Created almost out of nothing by skilled and imaginative 
emirs, Dubai has experienced only capitalism and has given rise to a consumerist utopia: hap-
piness based on abundance. But that happiness in not accompanied by rights, nor by political 
and civil liberties. “The happiest city in the world” boasts tall skyscrapers, settlements erected on 
artificial islands, vast shopping centres. Behind the burnished gloss there flourishes one of the 
most oppressive, iniquitous and eco- destructive regimes in the world, where utopia and dystopia 
are revealed for what they really are: the very same thing. This is what happens when a society 
attempts to reject capitalism without the constraining benefits of democratic politics and human 
rights.

Emanuele Felice

Dubai: The Last Utopia
Series «Contemporanea»

pp. 224

ISBN: 978-88-15-28592-8

publication year 2020

HISTORY
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New and forthcoming

Aldo Ferrari, Giusto Traina

A History 
of the Armenians
Series «Le vie della civiltà» 

pp. 224

ISBN: 978-88-15-28739-7

publication year 2020

in bookstores from 01/10/2020

Aldo Ferrari teaches Armenian Language and Literature at the Ca’ Foscari University in 
Venice.

Giusto Traina teaches Roman History at Sorbonne University in Paris.

From the kingdom of Urartu in the 9th century BC to the recent post-Soviet republic, the troubled 
experiences of the Armenian people come alive in this updated overview outlining the main fea-
tures of their history. The text addresses the origins of the Armenians, the long reign of Greater 
Armenia, Christianisation, the kingdom of Cilicia, the age of the Crusades, Persian and Ottoman 
domination, merchant colonies, the rebirth of Armenian identity in the 19th century, the 1915 
genocide, Soviet Armenia and the ensuing diaspora, and finally the Armenian republic from in-
dependence to the present day. The historical narrative is accompanied by an iconographic and 
cartographic apparatus and a collection of particularly significant documents.
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New and forthcoming

Marcello Flores formerly taught at the University of Siena.

In recent decades memory has become increasingly important in the public sphere, but at the 
same time history has become progressively less relevant in shaping our knowledge and aware-
ness of the past. This process has been further emphasised by the active role of politics and insti-
tutions in creating “memory laws”, “memory sites”, monuments and memorials. Mass media, liter-
ature, cinema and television also contribute to interpretations of the past that do not necessarily 
reflect historical narratives that are respectful of the truth. This book explores the contradictory 
and complex relationship between history and memory, as regards Italy, Europe and an increas-
ingly globalized world. There emerges a tendency to sacriflce the past in order to draw attention 
to the present, to perceive the past in light of our current needs.

Marcello Flores

Poor Memory
Facing Up to History
Series «Contemporanea»

pp. 140

ISBN: 978-88-15-28727-4

publication year 2020

HISTORY
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New and forthcoming

Egidio Ivetic

The Balkans
Series «Universale Paperbacks il Mulino» 

pp. 200

ISBN: 978-88-15-28071-8

publication year 2020

Egidio Ivetic teaches Modern History and Mediterranean History at the University of Pa-
dua.

The Balkans emerged as a distinctively identifiable region during Ottoman rule, between the fall 
of Constantinople in 1453 and the beginning of the 20th century. It is an area where Orthodox 
Christianity coexisted with Islam for centuries. After the Ottoman defeat at Vienna in 1683 and 
the Catholic reconquest of Hungary, a new border abutting Bosnia became a grim cleavage line 
between civilizations. In the 19th century, the East- West confrontation among Balkan peoples led 
to the growing rejection of the Ottomans and coincided with the discovery of national identities 
and modernity – a process though which peoples once united in Orthodoxy or in Islam were sep-
arated by multiple boundaries. The ancient Balkan regime ended in 1912, with the war against the 
Ottoman Empire. By 1913 the newfound stability had already crumbled, and there began a new 
history of endless rivalry.
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New and forthcoming

Giuseppe Mammarella is professor emeritus at Stanford University.

Why is Trump radically transforming American foreign policy? The United States needs to change 
its strategy because it no longer has the resources to implement a policy of wide-ranging inter-
vention, as in the past. Moreover, the disastrous Bush wars have reduced Americans’ confldence 
in solving others’ crises via military intercession. So America now focuses on basic national inter-
ests and the challenge posed by China, on which its future depends. Will Trump succeed in being 
re-elected in such circumstances? The support of the Heartland may no longer be sufflcient, and 
Trump needs to win over independent voters. The Democratic Party has a good chance at victory 
if it manages to mobilise its electorate and choose an authoritative candidate.

Giuseppe Mammarella

Where America Is Going
Series «Universale Paperbacks il Mulino» 

pp. 208

ISBN: 978-88-15-28656-7

publication year 2020

HISTORY
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New and forthcoming

Maria Giuseppina Muzzarelli

Rules of Luxury
Appearance and Daily Life from  
the Middle Ages to the Modern Era

Series «Biblioteca storica» 

pp. 300

ISBN: 978-88-15-28594-2

publication year 2020

Since 2007 Tajikistan has enforced a “frugality law” restraining lavish weddings, ceremonies and 
other celebrations; in order to deter the formation of exceptional debts, the law specifies the max-
imum number of guests as well as the size of meals. The measure (that perhaps appears odd to 
Western sensibilities) refers to the centuries-old tradition – observed from the Middle Ages to the 
modern era – of establishing rules, via special sumptuary laws, restricting the display of luxury. In 
a strictly hierarchical society, it was necessary to ensure that people conveyed appearances con-
sistent with their social condition.

Such norms typically targeted women and their clothes, jewellery, lacework, headwear, and foot-
wear, but also involved banquets and feasts. The author narrates a number of tales featuring the 
“luxury police” at work, describes customs, fashions and passions and explores an increasingly 
timely principle: “enough is enough!”.

Maria Giuseppina Muzzarelli teaches Medieval History, History of Cities and Fashion Hi-
story and Cultural Heritage at the University of Bologna.
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Gian Enrico Rusconi formerly taught Political Science at the University of Turin.

More than thirty heads of state and heads of government participated in the Munich Security 
Conference in February 2020. They addressed disharmony within the West on key military security 
issues, such as defence and armaments, against a backdrop of populist, sovereign, and neo-na-
tionalist movements. Tension among great powers, especially the strained relationship between 
Europe and Trump’s America, highlights the fine line separating security and insecurity. In the 
months following the conference, the Covid-19 pandemic spread rapidly throughout the world. 
The magnitude of the emergency transcends public health issues and encompasses economic, 
social, and political challenges. Oblivious to national borders, the current crisis is reshaping the 
frameworks previously underpinning the conditions of European security. The collective percep-
tion of the latter has also changed. The very survival of Europe is at stake in the quest for a new 
political rationale capable of bringing about a secure future.

Gian Enrico Rusconi

Living with Insecurity
Series «Voci»

pp. 152

ISBN: 978-88-15-29062-5

publication year 2020

in bookstores from 01/10/2020

New and forthcomingHISTORY
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Andrea Santangelo

The Battle of El Alamein
On Old Age

Series «Biblioteca storica» 

pp. 232

ISBN: 978-88-15-28737-3

publication year 2020

Andrea Santangelo is an archaeologist and an expert in military history.

In the summer of 1942, while the Nazi-Fascist Axis powers were winning on all World War II fight-
ing fronts, Winston Churchill ordered General Montgomery to stop at all costs General Rommel’s 
German and Italian forces, which were successfully penetrating Egypt. Thanks to superior quanti-
ties of troops, means and equipment, Montgomery halted the Axis advance at a remote location 
in the Egyptian desert: El Alamein. Between July and November – in three bloody confrontations – 
the Allied forces prevented the capture of the Suez Canal, the British Empire’s main logistics route, 
and the Middle East’s oilfields.

From that moment, the Allies maintained the strategic initiative and achieved one victory after 
another, until the fall of the Fascist and Nazi regimes. Combining official reports of military high 
commands, soldiers’ war diaries and the many memoirs written by veterans, the author provides 
a detailed reconstruction of this legendary battle, the strategic turning point of the Second World 
War.

HISTORYNew and forthcoming
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Aldo A. Settia formerly taught Medieval History at the University of Pavia.

How did people fight in the Middle Ages? In this book a top warfare expert describes the vari-
ous stages of the preparation and conduct of battles. Firstly, preparation comprised: mobilization 
of forces; logistics planning; astrological speculations; marching towards the enemy; sacred and 
secular liturgies; organization of fighting ranks; the commander’s speech; even the use of stim-
ulants. Then, once the enemy was at hand, soldiers’ behaviour came into play: fear and courage; 
the shame of desertion; environmental constraints involving rivers, forests and swamps. Finally, 
the example provided by Montaperti (1260) sheds light on the heat of the battle: knights’ and 
infantrymen’s combat techniques; physical fatigue and armour weight; the carnage of horses; the 
influence of nature and soundscapes; the role of insignia; carts across the fields. After the battle: 
distribution of plunder; prisoner and casualty management; people’s memories and commemo-
rative monuments.

Aldo A. Settia

Medieval Warfare
Series «Biblioteca storica» «Guerre ed eserciti nella storia»

pp. 360

ISBN: 978-88-15-28644-4

publication year 2020

New and forthcomingHISTORY
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Alessandro Vanoli

Autumn
The Time of Return

Series «Intersezioni»

pp. 276

ISBN: 978-88-15-29059-5

publication year 2020

Alessandro Vanoli is an expert on Mediterranean History.

This time the story begins in a forest, where a golden, mild light playfully flickers along the col-
ourful bushes, and the fresh air carries the unmistakable scent of mushrooms and earth. In these 
pages we will encounter the olden autumns of herdsmen and gods; the medieval autumns of 
merchants, peasants, knights, monks and shepherds; the modern ones of men and women, each 
carrying his or her own load of memories, desires, adventures, and knowledge. Autumn is a bit like 
going home when the journey is over: the elated enthusiasm of spring is distant, and the serene 
fullness of summer is also behind us. Now come the long days of rain and fog, enlivened by har-
vest rites, wine, and late-ripening fruits decorating our tables. The evenings are marked by festive 
gatherings, but also by fear: in autumn, the dead and monsters are always eager to re-appear. Yet 
the most beautiful autumn is the intimate, furtive one, fed by childhood memories, spent in some 
faraway woodland, set ablaze by red and yellow leaves.

HISTORYNew and forthcoming
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Giovanni Maria Vian teaches Patristic Philology at the Sapienza University in Rome. He 
was director of the «Osservatore romano» (2007-2018).

Did you know that for a thousand years the seat of the Papacy was the Lateran Palace in Rome? 
And that only at the end of the 15th century did the Vatican become a citadel, set apart from the 
other city districts flanking the Tiber, to which only three bridges provided access until the 19th 
century? And that no Pope lived in the Vatican Palace, built in the 16th century, for over three 
centuries, and that many conclaves were held at the Quirinal Palace? Most people identify Papal 
Rome with the area “beyond the Tiber», but it was actually Italian unification that restricted the 
Popes’ territory to the Vatican palaces and gardens. Before then the Popes lived in many different 
places, both within and outside the city of Rome (and, since the 1600, increasingly in the town of 
Castel Gandolfo). The Papal residence has never been a mere living environment; it has always 
been a symbol that conveys the image of the Papacy. Today an unprecedented situation has come 
to pass: the current Pope and his predecessor are neighbours in the Vatican. In late antiquity and 
during the Middle Ages, Popes resided in marginal areas, such as the Lateran Palace, and moved 
often. This book accompanies the reader through the city venues that have been shaped by Popes 
and where, since the time of Constantine, the memory of the martyrs, first and foremost Peter and 
Paul, has been continually cultivated. For over sixteen centuries Rome has been inseparable from 
Papal patronage: the Lateran Palace, the Sistine Chapel, the new St. Peter’s Basilica, the Baroque 
city, the glare of the 19th century, and contemporary art.

Giovanni Maria Vian

Discover Papal Rome
Series «Ritrovare l’Italia»

pp. 160

ISBN: 978-88-15-28698-7

publication year 2020

New and forthcomingHISTORY
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Rosalia Cavalieri

An Invitation to 
Mindful Gastronomy
Instructions for Use

Series «Intersezioni»

pp. 192

ISBN: 978-88-15-28732-8

publication year 2020

Rosalia Cavalieri teaches Semiotics and Theory of Sign Languages at the University of 
Messina.

Eating and drinking are two natural needs – so natural that we often take them for granted: we eat 
and drink instinctively, without pausing to think about the symbolic meaning and the complexity 
of issues involving food and taste. These activities are experienced by both humans and other 
living beings, but only human animals enjoy them via cultural and social processes that lengthen 
and ritualise them. Only humans produce food, cook it and often share it; while being able to eat 
practically anything, they have differentiated their diets on cultural bases. After an opening reflec-
tion on food culture and eating and taste education, the author supplies a compendium of basic 
knowledge, a sort of toolbox for readers/tasters, enabling them to refine, explore or just refresh 
their knowledge of what underlies the daily gesture of eating.

PHILOSOPHYNew and forthcoming
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Raffaele Milani teaches Aesthetics at the University of Bologna, where he heads a resear-
ch centre on cities and landscapes.

Reading, contemplating, caring for nature are activities that help us to escape the mental atrophy 
of a web-dominated world and adopt a harmonious attitude in the struggle against mass media’s 
banality. This book explains how modernity and post-modernity interact with virtual reality in a 
messy tangle, engendering linguistic and anthropological chaos in which art seems to have lost its 
meaning. In the firm belief that even today the lessons of ancient thinkers can be newly relevant, 
the author offers a reinterpretation of contemplative approaches in order to understand the pro-
found nature of artistic vision. And so a new feeling can emerge – eschewing shock, improvisation 
and kitsch, and focusing on compassion and creative imagination.

Raffaele Milani

Dawn of a New Feeling
The Neo-Contemplative Condition

Series «Saggi»

pp. 220

ISBN: 978-88-15-28745-8

publication year 2020

New and forthcomingPHILOSOPHY
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Felice Cimatti

The Memory Factory
Series «Universale Paperbacks il Mulino»  

«Filosofia e vita quotidiana»

pp. 192

ISBN: 978-88-15-28658-1

publication year 2020

Felice Cimatti teaches Philosophy of Language at the University of Calabria. In 2012 he 
was awarded the prestigious Italian Psychoanalytical Society’s Musatti Prize.

Is a life without memories possible? Why are we so afraid to forget? What happens exactly when 
our mind forms a memory? Although the analogy computer “memory” might lead us to think oth-
erwise, we understand almost nothing about memory.

Perhaps this is why we fear oblivion: we know that oblivion is the truth of memory. We constantly 
swing between the two extremes of remembrance and oblivion, between a tenacious attachment 
to memories and the secret desire to free ourselves of their burden. With the help of philosophy, 
neuroscience and ethology, this book provides a map of the mnemonic field, featuring the two 
opposing forces of forgetting and remembering and upon which our difficult relationship with 
time is based.

PHILOSOPHYNew and forthcoming
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Alessandra Aloisi teaches French Literature at the University of Oxford.

How often do you try and fail to remember a name? And suddenly, just when you stop thinking 
about it and allow your attention to wander elsewhere, your mind relaxes and recollects the name. 
Distraction has been disparaged by a centuries-long cultural tradition – involving Augustine, Pas-
cal and Heidegger, among others – which has emphasised the importance of reflection and con-
centration. Yet distraction is a key component of our psychic life. This book highlights distraction’s 
role as a creative and revolutionary approach to life, thought and writing, but also as a distinctive 
perspective leading to alternative forms of experience.

Alessandra Aloisi

The Power 
of Distraction
Series «Universale Paperbacks il Mulino» 

«Filosofia e vita quotidiana»

pp. 152

ISBN: 978-88-15-28659-8

publication year 2020

in bookstores from 24/09/2020

New and forthcomingPHILOSOPHY
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Francesca Rigotti

Darkness 
Series «Voci» 

«Parole controtempo»

pp. 136

ISBN: 978-88-15-28642-0

publication year 2020

Francesca Rigotti teaches at the University of Lugano and formerly taught at the Univer-
sity of Göttingen.

World Spanish rights sold.

We live immersed in imagery that associates light with goodness, knowledge, truth and justice. 
What about darkness? Are falsehood, ignorance and obscurantism its only accompanying traits? 
Yet, if things are always bathed in light, one ends up intoxicated by illumination that damages 
eyes and minds, unable to perceive the beauty of a starry sky. So why not think of the dark as a 
separate entity, a moment of calm and mental distillation, an individual experience that restores 
the self?

Exploring pages drawn from Homer, Leopardi, Lucretius, Diderot, Rousseau and Novalis, up to 
contemporaries like Andrea Camilleri, the author unveils darkness and encourages us to seize it. 
Let’s take back the black night and exchange it for the white night, to be enjoyed after having illu-
minated streets and store windows, opened shops and warehouses and stalls.

PHILOSOPHYNew and forthcoming
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New and forthcoming

Vera Zamagni teaches Economic History at the University of Bologna and the Johns 
Hopkins University School for Advanced International Studies (SAIS Europe) in Bologna.

After the First World War, in “The Decline of the West”, Oswald Spengler described a society that 
had reached its final phase. A century later, this fear – fuelled by the perception of a deep, irrevers-
ible crisis – seems to be re-emerging in an even more dramatic manner. Yet, despite the contra-
dictions and tragedies that pushed it to the edge of self-destruction, the West has conquered the 
world thanks to its cultural, social, economic and scientific-technological prowess. These devel-
opments have improved the living conditions of billions of people, offering them both material 
benefits and the dignity of freedom. Ever since the myth of Ulysses and his journey beyond the 
known frontiers, the West has always been the place where every achieved goal has been a spring-
board for the next, every failure an opportunity for renewal. Has this demanding dynamism now 
completely disappeared?

Vera Zamagni

West
Series «Voci»

«Parole controtempo»

pp. 128

ISBN: 978-88-15-28643-7

publication year 2020

PHILOSOPHY
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Riccardo Muti

The Seven Words 
of Christ
A Dialogue with Massimo Cacciari

Series «Voci» «Icone»

pp. 140

ISBN: 978-88-15-28711-3

publication year 2020

Riccardo Muti is a former music director of several renowned international orchestras, the 
Maggio Musicale Fiorentino and Teatro alla Scala. He has been the music director of the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra since 2010. The Riccardo Muti Italian Opera Academy trains 
young conductors, répétiteurs and singers from around the world.

Massimo Cacciari is professor emeritus of Philosophy at the San Raffaele University in 
Milan and is a member of Italy’s Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei.

Masaccio’s “Cruciflxion” painting features a bold golden background that almost hurts the eyes 
and a Mary Magdalene bowed down before the cross. Haydn’s composition “On the Seven Last 
Words of Our Redeemer on the Cross” is a heart- rending expression of self-sacriflce. Masaccio and 
Haydn merge into a sole image, as this exceptional dialogue reveals to us. The words of the dying 
Christ have a universal resonance and meaning, transcending the image itself and achieving pure 
abstraction.

PHILOSOPHYNew and forthcoming
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Piero Boitani is professor emeritus at the Sapienza University in Rome. In 2016 he was 
awarded the international Balzan Prize for comparative literature.

Ovid’s “Metamorphoses” is the only ancient book that matches the Odyssey for poetic charm and 
narrative power. That work challenged time and succeeded in its endeavour, for it opens with the 
creation of the universe and ends with the final metamorphosis of the author beyond his life and 
his era. The text jumps from one of its 250 tales to another with dizzying speed and manages to 
cover classical mythology in its entirety. The principle of continuous transformation dominates 
the narrative: “everything changes, nothing dies; everything flows, and is formed as a fleeting im-
age”. To describe transformation as the truest form of being requires the ability to see bodies and 
imagine them in continuous movement; to listen to voices and reproduce them with extreme 
concision but infinite resonance; to fully understand the passions that are stirred in the soul of 
women, men and gods and help shape, together with fate and chance, existence and the world.

Piero Boitani

Ovid: 
Tales of Metamorphoses
Series «Intersezioni» «La voce degli antichi»

pp. 168

ISBN: 978-88-15-28730-4

publication year 2020

New and forthcomingLITERARY CRITICISM
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Attilio Brilli

Lady Travellers 
and the Grand Tour
Tales, Passions, Adventures

Series «Intersezioni»

pp. 256

ISBN: 978-88-15-28590-4

publication year 2020

Attilio Brilli is a major expert on travel literature; his books have been translated into se-
veral languages.

For women the Grand Tour was unquestionably an opportunity for cultural refnement and enter-
tainment, but also a crucial existential episode, often embodying a dramatic gesture of emancipa-
tion. Relating their travel experiences, 18th century ladies and later bourgeois women – including 
Anne-Marie du Boccage, Madame de Staël, and Mary Shelley – tell romantic love stories, as well 
as intrigues worthy of a gothic novel, against the backdrop of natural and artistic landscapes that 
stand out due to their glowing indifference. As Sydney Morgan and Anna Jameson have shown, 
women travellers display a special sensitivity that penetrates the most hidden folds of a country 
and allows them to listen without prejudice to its voices, explore its political conditions, customs 
and habits, and discover its inestimable riches.

LITERARY CRITICISMNew and forthcoming
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Roberto Escobar formerly taught Political Philosophy at the University of Milan di Milano 
and writes for the Italian daily newspaper “Il Sole-24 ore”.

Born in Brooklyn on December 1, 1935, not too far from Coney Island and its amusement park’s 
roller coaster, Allan Stewart Königsberg at 17 years of age changes his name to Heywood Allen 
and soon becomes Woody Allen. He has written and filmed, and often starred in, 48 films for the 
big screen, from “What’s Up, Tiger Lily?”to “A Rainy Day in New York” (plus a television movie). A 
new film, “Rifkin’s Festival”, is currently in post-production.

Every Monday he plays the clarinet with his New Orleans Jazz Band at Manhattan’s Café Carlyle. 
Beloved, especially in Europe, and reviled, especially in the United States, he was and is a great 
comedian. And like every great comedian he was and is a great tragedian - not without irony, as 
he would say. Allan Stewart Königsberg, a.k.a. Woody Allen, is an author and a man with a huge 
worldview. Focusing not on his cinema, but rather in his films and with his characters, this book 
attempts to describe that worldview.

Roberto Escobar

Woody’s World
Series «Intersezioni»

pp. 160

ISBN: 978-88-15-28637-6

publication year 2020

New and forthcomingLITERARY CRITICISM
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Oscar Iarussi

Amarcord Fellini
The ABC’s of Federico

Series «Intersezioni»

pp. 256

ISBN: 978-88-15-28591-1

publication year 2020

Oscar Iarussi is an essayist, a film and literary critic, a journalist for the Italian daily new-
spaper “Gazzetta del Mezzogiorno” and a member of the Venice International Film Festival 
expert committee.

On the centenary of Federico Fellini’s birth, this book provides an alphabetically arranged collec-
tion of dreams describing the iconic Italian film director’s captivating aesthetics and language. 
The text highlights the forms and expressions used in his films and then re-discovers them, as 
vibrant as ever, in today’s culture and society. From the A of Amarcord to the Z of Zampanò – pass-
ing through the E of Ekberg, the G of Giulietta, the P of Paparazzo, the R of Rex and the V of Vitelloni 
– the author revisits the artist’s poetics and his extraordinary life, crowded with encounters and 
full of honours, yet marked by the loneliness of a never-ending quest. In the mirror of childhood, 
in the labyrinths of desire, in the daily reality of a country undergoing radical change, Fellini was 
among the few who knew how to portray Italy’s evolution with rich imagery and so reveal its 
deeper meaning.

LITERARY CRITICISMNew and forthcoming
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Paolo Legrenzi is professor emeritus of Psychology at the Ca’ Foscari University in Venice.

Alessandra Jacomuzzi teaches General Psychology at the Ca’ Foscari University in Venice.

Psychology is increasingly widespread: we find it in magazine and newspaper columns, television 
programmes, talk shows and on the web. Despite its pervasiveness, psychology – unlike many 
other fields of science – features a separation between its common sense and scientific versions. 
Everyone believes that it is impossible to read and understand a physics textbook without some 
prior basic knowledge, but this is not true for psychology. At least to a certain extent, we all feel 
that we’re psychologists.

Yet scientific psychology differs significantly from its common- sense variety and allows us to dis-
cover unexpected things about ourselves. This book describes several well-known experiments 
that reveal how our ways of perceiving, thinking and relating to one another are not as clear as we 
believe.

Paolo Legrenzi, Alessandra Jacomuzzi

Psychology - 
Not as Simple 
As It Seems
What We Are Like and How We Think We Are

Series «Universale Paperbacks il Mulino»

pp. 192

ISBN: 978-88-15-28663-5

publication year 2020

New and forthcomingPSYCHOLOGY
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Paolo Nichelli

Brain and Mind
Series «Universale Paperbacks il Mulino» 

pp. 208

ISBN: 978-88-15-28662-8

publication year 2020

Paolo Nichelli teaches Neurology at the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia.

How do we think? How do we remember? How do we manage to speak? Psychology has always 
attempted to provide explanations, but the advent of neuroscience and brain studies has ren-
dered the answers to such questions increasingly more detailed and exhaustive. We know that the 
brain plays a major role in our existence, and we owe many discoveries on how it works to situa-
tions in which problems arise. For example, the experience of H.M., hit by a bicycle while walking 
in the park, led to the knowledge that we have many types of memories. The case of Paula, who 
cannot see even though she has healthy eyes, has engendered greater understanding about how 
sight functions. This book accompanies the reader on a journey to the world of neuroscience, un-
veiling the brain’s secrets through the stories of real people, whose symptoms have allowed us to 
understand how our minds and brains work.

PSYCHOLOGYNew and forthcoming
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New and forthcoming

Fabio Paglieri is a researcher at the Italian National Research Council’s Cognition Science 
and Technology Institute in Rome.

Dwarf elephants, imaginary medieval kingdoms, political parodies mistaken for reality, viral false-
hoods and meaningless debates on social media – these are just a few examples of hoaxes, which 
have always triggered people’s curiosity. Such bizarre examples of human credulity provide an op-
portunity to interact in semi-serious ways. Today such unsubstantiated beliefs increasingly cause 
social panic, achieve international relevance in the guise of fake news, and have become the bug-
bear of our times. It is reasonable to be alarmed by their (real or alleged) influence on fundamental 
democratic processes, such as elections and referendums. But online disinformation above all re-
flects radical changes in new communication technologies. Living happily with all this is possible, 
perhaps necessary. To do so, one needs to consider hoaxes not as rubbish to get rid of, but rather 
as wonderful opportunities to hone our skills. This irreverent and original book allows readers to 
become more familiar with the new information ecology.

Fabio Paglieri

Merry Disinformation
What Hoaxes Can Teach Us

Series «Intersezioni»

pp. 256

ISBN: 978-88-15-28636-9

publication year 2020

PSYCHOLOGY
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Maria Giuseppina Pacilli

Tough Guys
The Dark Side of Masculinity

Series «Universale Paperbacks il Mulino» 

pp. 200

ISBN: 978-88-15-28664-2

publication year 2020

Maria Giuseppina Pacilli teaches Social Psychology at the University of Perugia.

In public debate the timely topics of sexism and gender discrimination are often addressed from 
a female standpoint. Since the history of women in the West is also a history of civil, political and 
social discrimination, this perspective is legitimate, but it is also increasingly incomplete. With this 
book the author provides an original and complementary view, highlighting how living in a patri-
archal and sexist society can be disadvantageous and harmful for men as well, although in a dif-
ferent way than for women. Being a tough guy, according to the canons of traditional masculinity, 
means having to foster an image and an identity that may do more harm than good to emotional 
wellbeing, health behaviour and lifestyle.

PSYCHOLOGYNew and forthcoming
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New and forthcoming

Chiara Giaccardi teaches Media Sociology and Anthropology at the Catholic University of 
the Sacred Heart in Milan.

Mauro Magatti teaches Sociology at the Catholic University of the Sacred Heart in Milan 
and writes editorials for the Italian national daily newspaper “Corriere della Sera”.

A global pandemic, a lockdown affecting five billion people, the subversion of everyday life, and 
a global economy brought to its knees. From a world of extreme interconnectedness and wide-
spread mobility, we have suddenly transitioned to confinement and distancing. The risk society 
has turned into the emergency society, in which the insecurity of recent years has meant, for many, 
unemployment and poverty. Can we overcome these challenges? Swinging from one extreme to 
the other – from globalization to sovereignty, from freedom to surveillance – is not the answer. 
The challenge is to transform the tensions that defined the pre-Covid world into tools for change. 
This book addresses five key issues that shape our society and offer opportunities to attain a more 
equitable balance. Seizing these opportunities will improve our life together and turn the “end of 
a world” into a new beginning, which everybody can help achieve.

Chiara Giaccardi, Mauro Magatti

The Beginning Lies 
in the End
The World in Which We Shall Live

Series «Contemporanea»

pp. 180

ISBN: 978-88-15-29056-4

publication year 2020

SOCIOLOGY
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New and forthcoming

Massimo Livi Bacci

Europe’s Ordeals
Nature and History during the World Wars

Series «Biblioteca storica» 

pp. 180

ISBN: 978-88-15-29040-3

publication year 2020

Massimo Livi Bacci is professor emeritus at the University of Florence and a member of 
the Italian Accademia dei Lincei.

At the beginning of the 20th century Europe ruled the world. It presided over a vast colonial em-
pire in Asia, Africa, and Oceania. Its population was growing briskly. Many decades had passed 
since war had devastated its landscapes and decimated its younger generations. Major discover-
ies and innovations quickly followed, and the general improvement of living conditions held the 
promise of alleviating the masses’ poverty. Nature, which had triggered epidemics and famines 
over the centuries, appeared to be under control. But the situation swiftly changed, and in the 
brief span of thirty years two major devastating wars were fought. The destructive force of political 
decisions and actions overshadowed the ruinous power of natural events. Two world wars, tens of 
millions of deaths, civil wars in the Soviet Union and Spain, famines in Russia and Ukraine, forced 
migration, ethnic cleansing, genocide –political action’s toxic fruits claimed far more victims than 
those caused by microbes, extreme weather or other natural events.
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New and forthcoming

Federico Neresini teaches Sociology of Innovation at the University of Padova, is chief 
editor of the “Italian Sociology Review” and coordinates the Padova Science, Technology, 
and Innovation Studies (PaSTIS) research unit.

If we often have unrealistic expectations about DNA and gene research, this is due to the fact that 
any scientific discovery elicits prospects of substantial change. Such innovations transcend the 
frontiers of science and become, in everyday life, an icon of the future and a symbol of well-being 
and progress. A member of a European research network on clinical genetics, Federico Neresini 
personally underwent the mapping of his own genome and other ensuing experiences. Exploit-
ing the diary he kept in real time, the sociologist depicts DNA as a social phenomenon, reflecting 
its image in the media, the magical belief in “a gene for everything”, the menace of eugenics, and 
the business of online genomics. The author explains why individual genetic destinies do not ex-
ist: DNA mapping only describes the “average situation of the known population”.

Federico Neresini

My DNA and I
Genes and Fate

Series «Contemporanea»

pp. 232

ISBN: 978-88-15-29057-1

publication year 2020

SOCIOLOGY

Abbiamo davvero 
un destino genetico?

Federico Neresini
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New and forthcoming

Mara Morini

Putin’s Russia
Series «Universale Paperbacks il Mulino» 

pp. 216

ISBN: 978-88-15-28655-0

publication year 2020

Mara Morini teaches Politics of Eastern Europe, Comparative Politics and Political Science 
at the University of Genoa. She was an OSCE-ODIHR election observer at the parliamentary 
(2003) and presidential (2018) elections in Saint Petersburg, Murmansk and Kazan. She has 
been a visiting professor at the Diplomatic Academy of the Russian Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs and at the High School of Economics in Moscow.

How can we defne the political regime established by Vladimir Putin, described as “the most pow-
erful person in the world” by Forbes in 2013? What are the social and political consequences aris-
ing from his “dictatorship of the law”? And, above all, how do the political, cultural and institution-
al legacies of Russia’s past continue to shape its society and political behaviour? Access to primary 
sources in Russian and strong feld research experience help the author explain the unfamiliar 
internal dynamics of Russia, a country which is a main actor on many stages of contemporary ge-
opolitics: the war on terrorism in Chechnya, the clash with Ukraine over the annexation/invasion 
of Crimea, cyberwarfare with Trump’s America, spying in Britain.

POLITICS/POLITICAL SCIENCE
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New and forthcoming

John D. Barrow, a major world expert of modern cosmological research, taught Mathe-
matical Science at the University of Cambridge and headed its Millennium 
Mathematics Project. 

1 + 1 = 2. Could anything possibly be simpler? This is the first equation we all learn at school, 
but also the first paradox of the mind. How much is a pear plus an apple? What is it equal to? In 
this whimsical overview – encompassing early humanity’s efforts to use fingers to count, ancient 
number systems, the logic of computer science, Cantor’s transfinite arithmetic, and Gödel’s in-
completeness theorems – John Barrow offers his readers an extraordinary mathematics lesson. 
He raises many questions and supplies many answers, without ever losing sight of the deceptive, 
unreasonable effectiveness of this basic equation. Is “1 + 1 = 2” a discovery or an invention? Seem-
ingly simple models, such as arithmetic, are so rich and powerful that they reveal the structure of 
the universe. A structure that, ultimately, relies on “1 + 1 = 2”.

John D. Barrow

1 + 1 = 2… Usually: 
A Mathematics Lesson
Series «Intersezioni»

pp. 140

ISBN: 978-88-15-29061-8

publication year 2020

SCIENCE
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Edoardo Boncinelli

The Uncertainty Principle
Series «Voci»

«Formule per leggere il mondo»

pp. 152

ISBN: 978-88-15-28734-2

publication year 2020

Edoardo Boncinelli formerly taught at the Vita-Salute San Raffaele University in Milan and 
has directed research centres specializing in molecular development biology.

In most attempts to describe the uncertainty principle, formulated by Werner Heisenberg in 1927, 
it is customary to say that “observing a phenomenon disturbs it”. But this account needs to be 
taken with a grain of salt. It essentially means one cannot know many things about an elementary 
particle both precisely and simultaneously. One needs to choose what to know: the particle’s posi-
tion in space, its speed, its energy, or the exact moment in which it is found in a certain place? The 
uncertainty principle doesn’t say that these characteristics cannot be observed in absolute terms, 
only that they cannot be known at the same time. Heisenberg’s formula is a set of few symbols 
associated with a great revolution in quantum physics, the validity of which is no longer in doubt 
and the achievements of which (including transistors and lasers) surround us in our daily lives. 
This book provides readers with an opportunity to explore the central nexus of one of the most 
exciting discoveries in human history.

SCIENCENew and forthcoming
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Umberto Bottazzini formerly taught History of Mathematics at the University if Milan.

A piece of chalk, a blackboard, and a drawing of a right-angled triangle are images capable of tak-
ing back in time to our school days. For many children Pythagoras’ theorem represents their first 
encounter with arithmetic and geometry, a mandatory entry point for any student. Yet not many 
people that know that this theorem is found on Babylonian tablets dating back 4,000 years, in 
ancient Egyptian papyri, and in Chinese and Indian texts. What is so special about this equation? 
What hidden properties does it contain? What accounts for its appearance in so many different 
contexts? Perhaps driven by practical reasons, by the need to erect pyramids or measure land 
surfaces after the Nile’s periodic flooding, the Egyptians had figured out that a triangle with sides 
proportional to 3, 4 and 5 units of length is right-angled. Indian priests relied on the theorem to 
build altars. The equation underlying the myth of Pythagoras also features a religious dimension, 
the persistence of which extends to the present day.

Umberto Bottazzini

Pythagoras: 
Father of All Theorems
Series «Voci»

«Formule per leggere il mondo»

pp. 160

ISBN: 978-88-15-28733-5

publication year 2020

New and forthcomingSCIENCE
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SCIENCENew and forthcoming

Elena Cattaneo, Massimo Delledonne

The Formula of Life
Series «Voci»

«Formule per leggere il mondo»

pp. 140

ISBN: 978-88-15-28735-9

publication year 2020

Elena Cattaneo, a pharmacologist and a biologist, teaches at the University of Milan and 
is renowned for her studies on Huntington’s disease and stem cells.

Massimo Delledonne teaches Genetics at the University of Verona. Since 2011 he has been 
working on the sequencing and interpretation of the human genome in clinical contexts.

2.5 million times. The structure of DNA was revealed by two brilliant researchers, Francis Crick and 
James Watson, and by a photograph (taken by Rosalind Franklin) of a double helix – a snapshot 
that would fuel a controversy involving the politics of science. Since April 1953 the world has nev-
er been the same. Knowledge of the building blocks of life and advances in genetic engineering 
have enabled us to understand, repair, suppress and improve DNA, thus providing a promising 
horizon for research and a better quality of life. Reading this “formula” is the best way to eliminate 
all fear.

il Mulino

La formula 
della vita

Elena Cattaneo
Massimo Delledonne
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Michele Morgante teaches Genetics at the University of Udine, is the president of the 
Italian Society of Agricultural Genetics and a member of Italy’s Accademia Nazionale dei 
Lincei.

Caterina Visco is a science journalist and editor-in-chief of the Italian on-line magazine 
“Look Who’s Talking”: www.sentichiparla.it.

“Genetically modified organisms” and “genetic manipulation” are words that divide public opinion, 
yet agriculture’s remarkable progress is undoubtedly due to humanity’s ability to change the ge-
netic heritage of plants. This process began many millennia ago with the birth of agriculture and 
the transformation of wild species into domesticated plants, which are responsible for more than 
half of the growth in crop productivity. Today, however, there is an increasingly pressing need to 
forgo technological progress in favour of past traditions. In these ten lessons, a leading geneticist 
explains how new genetic editing technologies improve plants’ ability to exploit environmental 
resources (such as water and fertilisers) and promote a more “organic” agriculture. Perhaps this is 
how to best tackle key issues such as climate change, overpopulation, disproportionate land use, 
and increasing demand for food.

Michele Morgante

The Seeds of the Future
10 Lessons of Plant Genetics  
(A Conversation with Caterina Visco)

Series «Intersezioni»

pp. 200

ISBN: 978-88-15-28731-1

publication year 2020 

New and forthcomingSCIENCE
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Maria Pontillo, Stefano Vicari

Anxiety among Children
and Adolescents
Recognising and Fighting It

Series «Farsi un’idea»

pp. 136

ISBN: 978-88-15-28675-8

publication year 2020

Maria Pontillo is a cognitive and behavioural psychotherapist and a psychology manager 
at the Childhood and Adolescence Neuropsychiatry Division of the Bambino Gesù Paedia-
tric Hospital in Rome. She also teaches advanced courses in Developmental Psychology 
and Cognitive Psychotherapy.

Stefano Vicari teaches Childhood Neuropsychiatry at the Catholic University of the Sa-
cred Heart in Rome and heads the Childhood and Adolescence Neuropsychiatry Division 
of that city’s Bambino Gesù Paediatric Hospital.

Children sometimes get so worked up during a school exam or a sports competition that they 
are not able to complete them. Now and then they avoid confronting peers because they fear 
their judgment. At times they worry about the future and require constant reassurance. Among 
children and adolescents anxiety sometimes reaches exceedingly high levels and turns into a ver-
itable disorder. This book provides an authoritative guide to understanding the causes and forms 
of anxiety and the most appropriate interventions for dealing with it.

SERIES «FARSI UN’IDEA»New and forthcoming
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Nicoletta Cavazza teaches Social Psychology and Psychology of Persuasion at the Univer-
sity of Modena and Reggio Emilia.

Margherita Guidetti teaches Social Psychology at the University of Modena and Reggio 
Emilia.

Loretta follows the pineapple diet, George needs to monitor his cholesterol levels, Mary has be-
come a vegan, Frank suffers from coeliac disease, Rakid respects the precepts of his religion, Cyn-
thia eats only organic food (as long as the workers involved earn fair wages). In such fragmented 
circumstances, which we all experience in everyday life, it has become difficult to share the same 
meal. Fruitarians, vegans, raw foodists, and devotees of macrobiotics are just some of the varieties 
of eaters we can encounter. How has our relationship with food evolved over time? And what do 
our eating choices say about us?

Nicoletta Cavazza, Margherita Guidetti

Eating Choices
Foodies, Vegans, Neophobics and Other Tales

Series «Farsi un’idea»

pp. 176

ISBN: 978-88-15-28674-1

publication year 2020

New and forthcomingSERIES «FARSI UN’IDEA»
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Rodolfo Costa, Sara Montagnese

Owls or Larks?
Circadian Clocks and How They Work

Series «Farsi un’idea»

pp. 136

ISBN: 978-88-15-28671-0

publication year 2020

Rodolfo Costa, a geneticist, teaches Neurobiology at the University of Padova. He deals 
with genetic and molecular analyses of circadian clocks in several model organisms. He 
is also specialty chief editor of the chronobiology section of the “Frontiers in Physiology” 
journal.

Sara Montagnese, a physician, teaches Internal Medicine at the University of Padova. She 
deals with sleep-wake rhythm disorders associated with chronic illnesses, especially those 
involving the liver. She is also an associate editor of the chronobiology section of the “Fron-
tiers in Physiology” journal.

The circadian clock, which regulates our sleep-wake rhythms and other aspects of our physiology, 
is synchronised, especially via sunlight, with the natural environment surrounding us. However, 
our living habits, conditioned as they are by social demands, often clash with the rhythms set by 
the circadian clock. This may encourage the onset of diseases, even serious ones. A few simple 
precautions can help prevent dysfunction and lead healthier and more pleasant lives.

SERIES «FARSI UN’IDEA»New and forthcoming
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New and forthcoming

Adriana Valerio formerly taught History of Christianity and Churches at the Federico II 
University in Naples and is a co- editor of the international and interdenominational “The 
Bible and Women” book project.

World English rights sold.

What is the current status of the favourite disciple, the authoritative woman, the apostle who be-
lieved and followed Jesus? The figure of Mary Magdalene has been much revised and diminished 
over the centuries and we now see her mainly as a repentant sinner, combining sensual beauty 
and bodily mortification. Exploring the “Magdalene affair” by probing the folds of history and the 
arts is a way to identify and do away with common misunderstandings and misdirection. This 
book rediscovers the decisive roles that women still await to play at the heart of Christianity, even 
though they were intimately involved in the latter’s origins.
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Francesco Scaglione teaches Pharmacology at the University of Milan and heads the Cli-
nical Pharmacological Service at that city’s Niguarda Hospital. He is also president of the 
Federation of European Societies for Chemotherapy and Infections and a member of the 
Executive Council of the International Society of Chemotherapy and Infections.

Is the world bound to transition towards a post-antibiotic era, in which infections that have been 
easily cured for decades might resume killing people? A recent report from the World Health Or-
ganization unveils a global emergency that has been long underestimated. By the mid-20th cen-
tury the discovery of antibiotics had profoundly changed the treatment and prevention of previ-
ously incurable infections. This encouraged the illusion that the battle against major epidemics 
had been won. Today, however, the often inappropriate use of drugs has caused the spread of 
resistant strains, thus creating a public health emergency having both clinical effects (longer du-
rations of illness and emergence of potentially lethal complications) and widespread economic 
consequences. How will humankind overcome this major threat to global health?
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Luca Beverina teaches Organic Chemistry at the Bicocca University in Milan and has co-
ordinated many national and international research projects for the development of novel 
organic and hybrid materials.

Materials are the horizon of our physical experience. They can be touched and seen, but also heard, 
smelled and even tasted. Well- established materials (such as cement, steel and plastic) and more 
recently developed or even radically innovative ones (such as bioplastics, biomimetic prostheses, 
nanomaterials, graphene) share a need for raw materials and energy in order to be produced. For 
many decades the prevalent economic model has been based solely on the balance of cost and 
performance, thus ignoring the fact that resources are limited and gradually decreasing. The ma-
terial future, then, needs to shun consumption and find ways to borrow. How can contemporary 
society foster such sustainable development?
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Simone Tagliapietra teaches Energy and Environment at the Johns Hopkins University 
School for Advanced International Studies (SAIS Europe) in Bologna and is a fellow at the 
Bruegel institution in Brussels and the Fondazione ENI Enrico Mattei in Milan.

Energy moves the world and contributes to shaping geopolitical, economic and social phenom-
ena. Fossil fuels, nuclear power, clean and renewable energy: what are our main energy sources 
now, and will we need to continue to rely on them in the future? Knowledge about how energy is 
produced and consumed globally helps us understand key factors underlying international pol-
itics and relevant issues for nations’ economic and social development. Comprehending energy 
heightens awareness about the causes of climate change and potential solutions. Improving our 
ability to manage major energy issues is crucial for interpreting both the contemporary world and 
our longer-term prospects.
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Paola Valsecchi teaches Applied Ethology, Zoology, and Vertebrate Zoology at the Uni-
versity of Parma.

During a crucial phase in the history of humanity, glaciations had subsided, global temperatures 
were rising, and humans had started settling down. Wolves wandered around human communi-
ties, seeking out scraps of food. The most enterprising canines approached the villages, gradual-
ly becoming more docile, as humans grew to understand the usefulness of having brave senti-
nels watching over them. A partnership emerged, giving way to a distinctive development in the 
history of domestication. How have animal minds, bodies, and behaviours changed during the 
transition from wolf to dog? As they were progressively tamed, dogs became attuned to human 
communication and capable of understanding our repertory of referential gestures, gazes and 
voices. The book allows readers to better understand these loyal creatures, shaped in the image 
and likeness of our desires and needs.
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